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by David De Long
. As election day approaches and more and more races seem to be predetermined
by polls one significant local race still appears very much up for grabs.
Republican Cyril Joly, Jr. and Democrat Earl Smith , both men with close
ties to Colb y, are opposing each other in their bids for the State Senate seat
in the district containing Waterville.
Joly, a Colby graduate is a former mayor of Waterville and Republican State
Comittee Chairman. A Waterville lawyer, he is currently a Republican National
Committeeman and must be given the edge on the basis of name recognition. He
has unsuccessfully run for the State Senate three times but the Waterville district
he is now running in has been realigned and includes eleven towns to the north
and west of Waterville most of which are heavily Republican.
Smith , an associate dean at Colby, is a member of the Maine Legislature
as a Representative fro m Waterville. He is a three-term member and former chairman
of the Waterville City Council.
The basic political philosophies of Smith and Jol y are extremely different
but on a number of state and local issues they are in agreement.
Joly was a Goldwater supporter in 1964 when he first ran for the State Senate
saying, "I thought everybody secretly in their hearts were going to vote for
Goldwater and I was amazed at the election result." Smith is a McGovern supporter.
Colby 's Dean has accused his opponent of not talking issues in the campaign
which is mostly a door to door affair with some speeches to small groups. "He
won 't talk about the issues," says Smith , "And I think it 's unfortunate he 's
campaigned the way he has."
To this Joly responded ,"Well I haven't heard him say too much."
In a position paper released by Joly a few weeks ago it is clear that the candidates
do differ on certain issues. The environmental issue is probably the most important.
As a member of the Natural Resources Committee, Smith was the only member

BOOZE RENAISSANCE
b y Matt Powell
Last semester, I began to notice a phenomenon which I considered really out
of character for Colby students : they began to get involved m serious drinking.
By this I mean, they started manifesting the behavior patterns of frequent and
prolonged p eriods of d rinking especi all y in bars. Of course , a certain portion of
t he campus n ever reall y stopped drinking , but drinking was not the generally
accepted way of getting hi g h; Perhaps in years past some dope-smoking students
mi ght have an occasional bottle of wine , but now they are rig ht down there ,
elbow-to-elbow with everybody else , sloshing down those mixed drinks.
I'went around to some of the more popular bars in town to try to find out
wh y som e things had changed, Th e most frequent explanation given was that
bar-going patterns are cyclical, and t ha t Wa t ervill e is simp ly in a peak perio d.
This app ears to be a. p lausib le explanat ion , but I feel it somehow doesn 't tell
the whole story.
Having given t his some t houg ht , let me posit several possible explanations.
First , I find drinking closely akin to another recurrent p henomena: nostalgia.

of the House to receive a perfect voting rating on ten key environmental issues
from the Coastal Reousrces Action Committee and the Maine Biologists Association.
He uses this as a major selling point in his campaign.
Says Joly, "He seems to be pretty proud of that record and I'm not sure
why." In his statement earl y in the month Joly said , "I'm aware as are all
citizens of Maine of the damages to our environment that have taken place and
which must be corrected,...However, I strongly feel that we must proceed not
only expeditiously in this field but carefull y as well in order to protect our
people and their livelihoods. Much careful thought must be given to any legislation
touching on this matter, as occasionally in the past few years Emotion seems
to have overruled practicality ."
Another area where the candidates differ is in tax reform. Referring to the
1970 income tax referendum, Smith said , "Joly fought the state income tax
and I worked hard to have it kept."
One of Joly 's main campaign pledges is to work to curb unnecessary government
spending. He says,"I didn 't think we needed the state income tax. I think the
sales tax is a very good tax because it's fair . But maybe there could be an exemption
on child's clothing. That should be studied."
In the area of tax reform Smith is advocating a home state exemption tax which
would ease the property tax on the Maine resident and tax the out of stater with
a second home here, more heavily.
Joly feels that unemployment is "not too much of a problem-in the Waterville
area" but says it is a problem in Maine.
Smith who estimates the unemployment rate in Waterville to be "about six
percent " says, "Unemp loyment can 't be solved on purely a state and local level.
We must place much greater emphasis on solving underemployment."
Smith also has noted the problem of law enforcement in small towns. The
breaking and entering and larceny rates in small towns is mushrooming, and
they need state help."
Both seem to agree that the state should try to provide new jobs in other ways
than bringing in heavy industry. "We've got to do more in the area of recreation."
said Joly.
Smith claims, "We've been trying for a long time to get industry here in Maine
and only recently have we started trying to get smaller businesses."
Joly won 't admit he has any real edge in the contest , preferring to call it
a "horse race". To win , each candidate must do well in his opponent 's strong
areas. Smith must carry Waterville strongly and do respectabl y in the small
Republican towns. Jol y must sweep the small towns and ¦ make a respectable
showing in his very Democratic home town if he is to go to Augusta next year,
In the past year or so, we have noticed a rebirth of interest in the lifestyles of
the '50s. Imitative rock'n 'roll bands have organized and are getting a lot of
attention. Many of the old dress-styles are showing up again , as is a basic "let 's
get high and neck" attitude. A lot more people are sleeping together these
days, but the union of the sexes is not , in my opinion , on the cosmic, intellectual level that it was in the late '60s. The most important form of social interaction for the '50s college student was drinking, at parties and in bars, and student
interest has grown again in this area, too. "
The second explanation deals with drinking as a form of social interaction.
For the past four or five years, dope-smoking has been the predominate form of
social interaction among most areas of college life . But dope is a very intr ospective type of drug. Recreational use of grass is centered around the effects
of the drug, The social arrangement is set to enhance the drugs effects , low
lights, Loud musi c and little conversation is the setting for the typical dope
smoking situation.
Booze , on t he ot her hand , promoted intereaction , albeit on a superficial
level. The cock tail party is the perf ect example of this type of interaction.
I t is reall y in conceivable to think of a group of drinking people sitting
around discussing h ow drunk t h ey are , citing the effects of the rrusic and the
lights on their head.
There is another distinction between grass and booze. Grass' stated purp ose
is to increase consciousness of self; booze decreases self-consciousness. Perhaps
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by David De Long
As election day approaches and more and more races seem to be predetermined
by polls one significant local race still appears very much up for grabs.
Republican Cyril Jol y, Jr. and Democrat Earl Smith , both men with close
ties to Colb y, are opposing each other in their bids for the State Senate scat
in the district containing Waterville.
Jol y, a Colb y graduate is a former mayor of Waterville and Republican State
Comittee Chairman. A Waterville lawyer , he is currentl y a Republican National
Committeeman and must be given the edge on the basis of name recognition. lie
has unsuccessfull y run for the State Senate three times but the Waterville district
he is now running in has been reali gned and includes eleven towns to the north
and west of Watervillemost of which are heavil y Republican.
Smith , an associate dean at Colb y, is a member of the Maine Legislature
as a Representative fro m Waterville. Me is a three-term member and former chairman
of the Waterville City Council .
The basic political p hilosop hies of Smith and Jol y arc extremel y different
but on a number of state and local issues they arc in agreement.
Jol y was a Goldwater supporter in 1964 when he first ran for the State Senate
say ing, "1 thought every bod y secretl y in their hearts were going to vote for
Goldwater and I was amazed at the election result. " Smith is a McGovern supporter.
Colb y 's Dean has accused his opponent of not talking issues in tiie campu 'gn
which is mostl y a door to door affair with son*: speeches to small groups, "lie
won 't talk about the issues , " says Smith , "And 1 think it 's unfortunate he 's
campai gned the way he has . "
To this Jol y res p onded ,"Well 1 haven 't heard him say too much. "
In a position paper released b y Jol y a few weeks ago it is clear that the candidates
do differ on certain issues. The environmental issue is probabl y the most important.
As a member of the Natural Resources Committee , Smith was the onlv member

BOOZ E RENAISSANCE
by Matt Powell
Last semester , I began to notice a p henomenon which I considered reall y out
of character for Colb y students ; they began to get involved m serious drinking.
By this I. mean , they started manifesting the behavior patterns of frequent ami
prolonged periods of drinking especiall y in bars , Of course , a certain portion of
the campus never reall y stopped drinking, but drinking was not the generall y
accepted way of getting hi g h. Perhaps in years past some dope-smoking students
mi g ht have an occasional bottle of wine , but now they are ri ght down there ,
elbow-to-clbow with every bod y else , sloshing clown those mixed drinks.
I'wcnt around to some of the more popular bars in town to try to find out
wh y some thing s had changed, The most frequen t exp lanation given was that
bar-going patterns are cyclical , and that Watervill e is siny l y in a peak period ,
This appears to be a p lausible exp lanatio n , but I feel it somehow doesn ' t tell
the whole story.
Having giv en this some thoug ht , let me posit several possible exp lanations
First , I find drinking closel y akin to another recurrent p henomena: nostal gia.

of the House to receive a perfect voting rating on ten key environmental issues
from theCoastal Reousrces Action Committee and the Maine Biolog ists Association
He uses this as a major selling point in his campai gn.
Says Jol y, "He seems to be pretty proud of that record and I' m not sure
wh y. " In hi s statement earl y in the month Jol y said , "I' m aware as are all
citizens of Maine of the damages to our environment that have taken p l ace an d
which must be corrected ,...! iowever , 1 strong ly feci that we must proceed not
onl y expeditiously in this field but carefull y as well in order to protect our
peop le and their livelihoods. Much careful thoug ht must be given to any legislation
touching on this matter, as occasionall y in the past few years Emotion seems
to have overruled practicality. "
Another area where the candidates differ is in tax reform. Referring to the
1970 income tax referendum , Smith said , "Jo l y foug ht the state income tax
and I worked hard to have it kept. "
One of Jol y 's main campai gn pled ges is to work to curb unnecessary government
spending, lie says , "I didn 't think we needed the state income tax. I t h i n k the
sale s tax is a very good tax because it 's fair. But may be there could be an exemption
on child' s clothing. That should be studied . ''
In the area of tax re form Smith is advocating a home state exemption ta.x which
would ease the property tax on the Maine resident and tax the out of stater with
a second h o m e he re , more heavil y .
Jol y feels that unemp loyment is "not too much of a problem .in the Waterville
a r ea," but says it is a problem in Maine.
Smith who estimates the unemp loyment rate in Waterville to he "about six
percent " says , "Unemp loynvnt can 't be solved on purel y a state and local level.
We must p lace much greater emp hasis on solving underemp loyment. "
Smith also has noted the problem of law enforcement in small towns. The
breaking and entering and larcenv rates in small towns is mushrooming and
they need state hel p. "
Both seem to agree that the state should try to provide new jobs in other ways
than bring ing in heavy industry . "We 've got to do more in the area of recreation. "
said Jol y.
Smith claims , "We 've been try ing for a long time to get industry here in Maine
and onlv recentl y haw we started tr y ing to get smaller businesses . "
Jolv won 't admit he has anv real edge in the contest , preferring to call it
a "horse race ". To win , each candidate must do well in his opponent 's strong
areas. Smith must carry Waterville strong l y and do re spectabl y in the small
Re p ublican towns. Jol y must sweep the small towns and make a respectable
showing in his very Democratic home town if he is to go to Augusta next year.
In the past year or so , we have noticed a rebirth of interest in the lifesty les of
the '50s. Imitative rock' n 'roll hands have organized and are getting a lot of
attention. Many of the old dress-sty les are showing up again , as is a basic "let '
get hi g h and neck" attitude. A lot more peop le arc sleep ing together these
days , but the union of the sexes is not , in my op inion , on the cosmic , intellectual level that it was in the late '60s. The most imp ortant form of social interaction for the '50s college student was drinking, at pa rties and in bars , and student
interest has grown again in this area , too.
The second exp lanation deals with drinking as a form of social interaction.
'
or
I' the past four or five years , dope-smoking has been the predominate form of
social interaction among most areas of college life. But dope is a very introspective type of drug . Recreational use of grass is centered around the effects
of the drug. The social arrangement is set t o e n h a n c e tlie drugs effects ; low
li ghts , loul music anil little conversation is the setting for the typ ical dope
smoking situation.
Booze , on the other hand , promoted intereaetion , albeit on a superficial
level , The cocktail party is the perfect examp le of this type of interaction ,
It is reall y inconceivable to t h i n k of a group of drinking peop le sitting
around discussing how d r u n k they are , citing the effects of the tuisic and the
li ghts on their head.
There is another distinction between grass and booze , Grass ' stated purpose
is to increase consciousness of self ; booze decreases self-consciousness. Perha ps
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Mom & Pop on co-ed dorms
calmed down enough to concede, "It's fine to mix as
long as hell isn't raised. You have to go through life
living with both sexes so you might as well get accustomed
to it."
The "privilige" of co-ed dorms does not extend,
most of the parents agreed, to taking away the privacy
of students. While one father observed that "there can
be no relaxed atmosphere if dorms aren't co-ed," he

by Nancy Alper
Studies, not sex, cause parents of Colby freshmen
to be concerned about life in cor ed dorms.
As one parent remarked during freshman weekend,
"I just hope it doesn't turn into a summer camp !"
Noise is a particular worry for visiting parents. They
fear that an "academic atmosphere" may be destroyed
in dorms housing both men and women;
"I would treat it as an experiment and try to get
some perimeters," one parent said. "One month is too
early to tell. If I were a member of the faculty or administration, I would be monitoring it by observing
the quality of grades, the participation in extra-curricular
activities and the increase in sexual activity."
Parents view living in mixed dorms as anything but
a right of students. "We have to find out if the students
can handle it. It's a good idea if they don't abuse the
privilege," the father of a male freshman said. After
another parent recovered from the shock of men living
near women — "What ! They have co-ed dorms? He

Parents of male freshmen seem to react to the sexual
implications of co-ed living and its effects on their
sons with what ranges from indifference — "I never .
thought about it before. " — to some hope, based on
conventional morality, that sexual activity will not
increase.
Parents of female freshmen, on the other hand , differed
in their responses to co-ed living. Mothers expressed a
desire for their daughters to live in the situation best
suited to them.
" I have no hesitations," one such mother said,
"It teaches you to get along with everyone. My daughter
enjoys it. Living in co-ed dorms teaches you to communicate with the other sex. You get to live normally.
This prepares you for marriage."
"Life is a co-ed situation'." another said.
thought that the sexes should be separated by floor.
Fathers were much more protective of their daughters
"Split floors tax the situation," he said.
A second parent — "l!m not the father of daughters."- than were their mothers. "My initial reaction was one of
conservative interest. Today I like it. The co-ed living is a
disagreed. "It all depends on the individual boys and
friendly, natural, healthy, brotherly-sisterly relationship.
girls regardless of whether they live on the same floor ."
His wife agreed that the students in co-ed dorms would The kids are friends ," one father noted. "As long as a
closed door is respected what does it matter where the
determine any changes in life styles in Colby dorms. "It
male
or female is located?" he added. .
might very well result in an increase in sexual activity,"
All parents, whether of men or women, shied away
she said.
from talking about the sexual aspects —if any— of
"My son is old enough to choose and old enough to
co-ed dorms. Perhaps this hesitation is motivated by
know better," another mother maintained. "As long as
a feeling that their values are about to be tested by their
he knows right fro m wrong, nothing will happen. I want
children more directly than ever before.
him to have fun — but to keep it clean."

lights and insight into how plans are made and met at the
top. A number of opinions, notably those on the PIRG
funding plan and on the Student-Faculty Senate proposal also found their way out of the President 's venerable head .
Talking about the building projects slated under the
current Plan for Colby fund-raising effort , President
Strider, made some revelations about how the proposed
Theater, Student Health Center and Science Building were
On Monday night , the mountain came to Moharrmed.
being sought through solicitation. The President and
President Stridor made his annual visit to Stu-G . The
others have been approaching the government , a couple
President first talked informally about the responsibiof foundations , and people who might like to have
lities of his position , and then answered questions ditheir name on a building for posterity's sake.
rected at him 'b y Stu-G members and the handful of
With the rising cost of construction , even the ambitious
students attending.
Plan for Colby ($6.7 million expected b y June) is
In talking about his role as college president , Strionly a start towards these buildings , and other big dodor made it "perfectly clear" that he did not have enough nations must be found. The health center , though perhours in a day to personally handle all the facets of
haps not first in priority in the Plan , appears to be the
his job , its problems and responsibilities , in the manner
building that will be completely funded first.
he might wish. He, would like to spend more time with
The President responded to questioning about PIRG
istudents in the Spa, but other tasks demanded much of
by stating that he didn 't think the college should behis time and some, perhaps, were more beneficial to the
come billing agent for a "cause." In defense of his posicollege. In areas he could not handle alone, he deletion , he cited a few prior instances when fund-raising
gated some of his responsibilities and part of his authority efforts for "outside groups" had been very succesto capable assistants,
ful. In 1968 , students managed to raise $16,000 for
The roles President Stride* enumerated as his were
the United Negro Scholarship Fund, in memory of Marthose of administrator and educational leader of the coltin Luther King, Jr. The fund drives for Biafra and
lege. A third , role , implicit in his works, was that of the
Bangladesh were also cited. President Stridor offered
man held most accountable for the college by the faculhis $6 contribution to PIRG rignt ,away, but felt that the
ty, students, trustees, parents , alumni , and public as a
collection of money should be voluntary and not in
whole, He cited the roles of Dean Jensen , Dean Wyman , connection with the treasurer 's office.
Mr. Williams, and Mr. Turner as being very important
As for the Student-Faculty Senate proposal curin helping him lead and administer the college,
rently being debated b y the Committee on CommitThe questions put to President Stridor after his opentees, the President didn 't see much hope for faculty ap
ing talk dieted some information , a few unusual sideproval. A couple of students kept pointing to "the

STU*G:
St ricter speaks

spirit of Con-Con II" to justif y their hopes for the
plan , but the President pointed to the fact that the
Faculty representatives on the committee were elected
on the basis of their opposition to the Senate. Strider
hoped that the Committee on Committees would come
up with a compromise suitable to students and faculty,
and that its work on other reforms would progress as well .
Perhaps the most illuminating information pro- ,
duced in the whole two-hour session had to do with Taylor
Hall. Few students present knew that Taylor was named
after a professor of classics who taught himself into
antiquity. Professor Taylor taught at Colby for 65 years,
apparently becoming a bit of a classic himself. For his
devout and presumably distinguished service, he was
immortalized in brick up on the hill.
The meeting with President Strider was somewhat enlightening for many of the people present. It showed that
the President-had a comprehensive understanding of the
college's present state, and much knowledge of its
past. Directions for the future were barely touched in
passing, and it seems too bad that they weren 't explored
further.
Without a strong, sound statement on educational
philosophy, this college' depends very heavily upon the
vision and the opinions of its current president. President Strider has done much to admire during his rule,
but presidents , too, have but one set of eyes through
which to view their college, and students may legitimately question some of the opinions expressed and
decisions made.
This one Stu-G meeting provided a chance for
brain-picking and clarification , and it secms too bad
there aren't chances for more in jus t such an informal,
group atmosphere.

by J. S. Hogendorn
Have you ever argued-the question of welfare in
America? Chances are you have, as there is hardl y
a more adrenalin-producing topic than the idea of
"getting something for nothing". Work requirements
for the poor, "workfare not welfare" and the like
are big news. Federal, state, and local welfare programs
(aid to dependent children , general relief , etc.) also
involve big money, in total about $16 billion in 1970.
Strange, though , that by contrast so little attention
is given to the other welfare program—the program
which actually costs most American taxpayers far
more, and yet is little known and less understood—
namely, loopholes in the Federal tax structure which
favor the wealthy.
Words such as "loopholes" and "welfare for the
rich " must be used with caution. In "almost every
case, more or less reasonable arguments are advanced
to defend the array of tax shelters built in to our fiscal
system. Our purpose here is first to identif y the most
serious loopholes, and then to discuss whether they can
be justified.
There was a time when the notion of taxing people
with equal incomes an equal amount was generally
accepted. The 16th amendment which established
the income tax spoke of taxing income "from whatever
source derived." Nowadays, however, this princi p le
has as many holes in it as the Bates line.
According to present law ', federal income tax is
graduated upward to a maximum of 50% of wages
and salaries for those in the highest income bracket ,
and 70% of unearned income such as stock dividends
and bond interest . Yet.in 1970, 112 Americans who
reported incomes above $200,000 paid no tax at all,
and according to Joseph A Peckman of the Brookings
Institute, those in that income bracket who did pay
taxes paid no more than 34% on average.
Obviously, there must be some splendid loopholes.
What are they? Some are complicated and cannot
be explored in detail in a short article. Others are
easy to understand.
One of the most visible is the treatment accorded
to bonds issued by state and municipal governments.
Anyone owning such bonds can collect the interest
on them without paying any tax at all. Naturally, the
wealthiest people receive the most advantage from this
provision , and it is hardly surprising that the top 1%
of U. S. citizens in terms of income hold nearly 100%
of these bonds. Much of the Dodge automotive fortune
is said to . be held in this form , for example, thus paying
virtually no tax. Mayors and governors lo bby industriousl y to preserve this loophole, for it allows the easy
sale of bon ds, and helps to keep state and local governments solvent. But the result is inequity in taxation.
If congress were to make these bonds taxable , and
then devote an equivalent amount of revenue for
subsidy p aymen t s t o st ates and loca l governm en t s, '¦
the latter would get their money and the tax inequity
would disappear.
Now let us enter the thorny thicket of capital
gains. A cap ita l gain is easy enoug h to understand.
If I buy 100 acres of land or a blo ck of shares for
$50,000 now , and sell it next year for $ 100,000,
I hav e obviously made $50,000. It migh t be assumed
t ha t t his capit al gain would b e t ax ed jus t as if I had
earned a salary of $ 50,000. The assumption is incorrect ,
however , Capital gains are taxed at far less than income
tax rates — at only one-half of the latter. Even more
lucra t iv e 'for wealth y families , the tax is never collected
at all if proper t y is held un t il deat h and t hen passed on t o
heirs. This is a major reason wh y t he dist ribu t ion of
wealth in the U. S. has not narrowed significantl y
over the years. A quite understandable effect of this
is t he prolifera t ion of st ock opt ion plans whereby
corpora t e execut ives are paid par t ly via the capit al
gains rou te, thus subjecting themselves to far lower
t axes t han if an equivalen t amoun t were paid in
salaries.
Argumen t s in favor of t he cap ital-gains tax usuall y
turn on what would happen to investment in the now
plan t and equi pment necessary for economic grow t h ,
if they were abolished. Former Secretary of the

Treasury John Connall y has stated that raising the
capital gains tax would send the Dow-Jones stock
indexbelow 500(meaning that stock values would
be cut by about a half) and "destroy the financial
industry ". The National Association of Manufacturers
argues that invertment, especiall y in stock , involves
risk, and the willingness to take this risk should be
rewarded by tax advantages. Yet there is doubt as to
the validity of these defenses. When Canada introduced
steep capital gains tax last year it had very little effect
on the Canadian stock market. Also, as a result of
a limited reform measure in 1969 , the U. S. raised its
capital gains tax somewhat during 1970-72 with little

pay taxes on it.
The justification for the quota and depletion allowance
are to encourage exploration for oil in this country
so we will not become dependent on foreign sources
of supply, and to compensate oil companies for their
"wasting assets" — the wells that will eventually go dry.
Here too there is doubt as to the validity of these
arguments. If we really wanted to avoid dependence
on foreign oil, if we really are concerned about political
blackmail on the part of the oil producing countries,
would we not be better advised to guard jealously our
domestic supp lies? All these years, under the guise
of not wanting to depend on the foreigner, we have
been running down our domestic reserves. In any case,
the quota appears not to have worked as ostensibly
planned. In the 12 year period after President Eisenhower
introduced it, domestic exploration rose by 11.5%
but foreign exploration by U.S. companies rose b y 63.8%
As for the depletion allowance, this is an almost
unparalleled giveaway. A well may cost $10,000 to drill.
If it brings in recei pts for the next 10 years of $100,000
annuall y, then every year $22 ,000 of that revenue pays
no tax. Under the appearance of reimbursing this oil
company for its drilling expenses, the company will
actuall y earn 220 ,000 dollars tax free , a full 22 times
the cost of the well!.
In a short article we can onl y mention some of the
other loop holes : the special tax shelters encourag ing
construction of apartment houses, shopping centers ,
etc., which have turned into something of a public scandal;
"tax farming" where the well-to-do run farms or raise
horses at a loss so as to reduce their overall tax liabilities;
the juicy provisions giving preferential treatment to
income earned overseas; accelerated depreciation allowances for capital, and others more arcane.
Wh y is this "other welfare" program allowed to
continue, effectivel y escaping detailed public scrutiny
even in an election year? The answer is twofold. The
perceptible effect on stock prices. And even if it is
beneficiaries of the loop holes often carry substantial
decided that there is a case for granting tax relief for
political weight , and their voices are heard in congress.
investment, surely no case can be made for subsidizing
The oil industry , for examp le, is often a bi g contributor
all investment. The capital gains mechanisms encourages to both parties. More important , economics is a complicatpeople to buy stock in corporations that pollute our
ed subject where understanding comes onl y thro ugh
air and water on an equal footing with industries
hard work , and where dependence on common sense
which are socially beneficial.
is all too common with not enough sense. The Christian
In short , those who realize capital gains are treated
Science Monitor summed it up very neatly earlier
to major tax relief on grounds that are not at all clear
in the year in a single headline:
cut. It hardly needs to be added that the more wealth y
WHY NO TAX REFORM ? PUBLIC DOESN'T KNOW
the taxpayer , the more on average the benfit from this
IT'S BEING FLEECED . And that can stand as our
tax break. Witnesses before the Joint Economic
summary.
Committee of Congress last January noted that onl y
1 taxpayer in 12 has any capital gains. Agaih following
Joseph Pechman of Brookings, the annual benefit
fr om this loop hole (including non-taxation after death)
averaged $640 ,667 for families with an income of a
million or more , $120 for families between $20 ,000
7WG
and $25 ,000 of income, and z ero f or f amili es un de r
$3000 of income.
Perhaps most notorious of all the loopholes are
the ones which benefi t the petroleum industry. If
you own stock in an oil company, you should do two
things : first congratulate yourself (this industry is t he
country 's most p rofi t able , earning over 20% of a ll
b*«cl <, fo u, LUSLCotDE [
in dustrial pr ofi t s) and second , watch out for the tax
r eformers , bacause oil is t he reci pien t (according t o
Wis consin 's Senat or Proxmire ) of abou t $9 b illion
in special benefi t s per year , which workd out to $180
j .1) 4^&:iLcibLe -te ^ou W
per famil y.
One such benefi t is t h e oil impor t quo t a which
keeps imports of foreign oil to about 12% of U. S.
domes t ic produc t ion wi t h t he resul t t ha t t h e price
Pfr honb , UjoxK^ A^d
for crude oil in the U.S. is about twice the world
market price. Protected from forei gn compe t i t ion ,
C-rra<A <5ch<2> (*>L'
t he business of producing oil st ands t o be hi g hl y profi t
r\s
able from the outset. One recent study estimates
j_zA-Ti=b /=u?£
)ubc5crip"^.o
t ha t t he quo ta raises t he price of gasoline by abou t
^
5 cen t s a gallon , and adds abou t $100 per year t o t he
^ g o o pes: ye'Ar
average household' s bill for oil heat. On top of this ,
6£wO ctteoc to
however, oil benefi ts from the so-called oil dep let ion
ftOX l o l H
allowance. Althoug h a bi t complica t ed in prac t ice ,
t his allows an oil company t o deduc t 2 2 % of t he sales
R6be_iH> o^toio
receipts earned from an oil well every year and not
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Back to the Fifties?
Colby's amateur sociologists are quick to
point out that the college is returning the "fifties ".
Whether this observation is true , false, or irrelevant is difficult to determine. Perhaps the period
from 1950-1960 was more complex and interesting
than its detractors are willing to acknowledge.
If the fifties can be accurately characterized
as the years of the sock hop and the panjy raid ,
certainly it could be said that Colby and the countryr
in general have developed a consciousness of events
and ideas which are hardly typical of that time.
People , and students in particular , seem more sophis
ticated in the seventies.
The intensity and fury of the sixties has certainly
passed however. Thereasonsfor this development
are unclear. It :may bey that Nixon has bored the
country to death. More probably, Thermidoi once

again has descended on us after a period of intense
revolutionary activity and upheaval.
; -- f
Whatever the reasons there certainly has been
a change in attitude at Colby, a change which
almost bring tears to the e>es of its recent radical
graduates whose views so often covered these pages.
One such change is in the attitude of the faculty.
Ju dging from the statements and proposals of its
representatives on the Committee on Committees,
the faculty seems to have had enough of student
power , not to mention student representation on
the policy making committees of the school. Student
response to this attitude a few years'ago might
have been demonstrated by brick throwing a:nd
strikes. Now no one seems to care too much. Perhaps
students are more concerned with their own problems.
What the outcome of these developments will
be is hard to predict. If students are intent upon
forfeiting their once considerable influence, the
faculty and administration seem more than willing
to take up the slack. If this happens may we express
the hope that the reestablished oligarchy will
not also return to the fifties.

editorials
Crafts at Colby
In this age of commercialism the fast sell,
and assembly line production it was very refre shing
to browse around the second and third floors of
RobertsUnion last Saturday.
The Colby Crafts Fair brought to this school
something we seldom see anymore. That is people
doing something they thoroughly enjoy and the
desire to share that with others.
The number of craftsmen at Colby last Sat.
is an example of the growing realization by many
that there is much more to our fast paced world
than instant breakfast , traffic jams, and tomorrow.
Colby is fortunate in that it is in a good position
to foster the individual creative talents that have
been stifled and surpressed in so many of us by our
technocracy. We hope that the Art Department will
take its cue from the enthusiasm in Roberts last
Saturday.
—

etters
Dear Sir,
This letter is to answer the implied charges of
inequity against Hillel in the Letters to the Editor
column of last week made by Rep. McNamara.
First I wish to get the facts straight - Hillel was
given all of the $250 it requested this fall, but
it was the result of a highly pruned tentative
budget of $590 submitted last spring. At that
time we were told to cut voluntarily or the cutting
would be done for us.
Second , it is true that Hillel's membership is only
about 150 though I would imagine that at least
300 students will come to our various events
throughout the semester. What Rep. McNamara
fails to realize is that our activities (so far this
semester we have had a concert and an evening of
folkdan cing and in Nov. we will be presenting a
movie"The Dreamer") are open to the whole
Colby Community: faculty , administrators and
students. And we try to publicize our events so
that everyone knows about them .
Now , did Rep.McNamaraever consider that a
group receives money not only on the basis of
membership but more importantly on the basis
of the revelance and worth of the activities spori
sored?
When these facts are realized the inequities
that Rep. McNamara seems to comp lain about
may exist with respect to other groups but not
with respect to Hillel.
Respectfully yours,
Mitchell Baer
Pres. of Colby Hillel
Dear Sirs,
While I wish ECHO reporter Gary Curtis
had pruned his interview with me (Fireside
Chat , Oct 20) into more precise questions and
answers, I think his recollection of my remarks
fair . I do wish , however, to make one correction.
In responding to a question about the college
President 's partici pation in political activity, Mr.
Curtis reported my saying, "The President himself
can hardl y take a particular political stand s" What
I actually said was, "The President can hardly
take a particular political stand f or the college. "
(Italics mine.)
Sincerely,
Willard G. Wyman
Dean of Students
Associate Professor of
English

Dear Sirs,
I wish to thank Mike McNamara for his
letter about the Student Government budget.
I think it is important that debate over the
controversial aspects extend beyond the walls
of the Stu-G room.
Speaking for the Treasurer's Comnittee
and a substantial majority of the Stu-G representatives, I wish, however, to take issue with
some of Mike's statements. His letter conveyed
the impression that each student pays his $175
general fee and all that money is spent by Stu-G.
Actually, with our budget at $60,000 , only $37.50
of each student's $175 fee goes to Stu-G. The
remainder of the fee goes toward compulsory insurance (you can't get back that $56 even if you
are covered through other insurance)and toward
subsidizing the health service.
The demand upon our $60,000 is manifold.
Over thirty-four student organizations — including such disparate groups as Radio Colby,
ECHO, Pequod , Student Arts Festival, Coffee
House, Film Direction , Oracle, the senior class,
the Archeology Club, and the Girls Ice Hockey
Team — as well as the Colby Music Associates,
the Social Life program, the Stu-G lecture series,
the student handbook , and the Black Cultural
Activities Program put tremendous pressure on
our budget.
In response to the demand for a wide range
of activities, we have had to make a choice between
partially subsidizing many organizations and
totally subsidizing a few organizations. In the
interest of equity we have, with few exceptions,
opted for the fornEr. Partial subsidization means
that either the organization charges dues as do
the Outing Club, the Archeology Club and the
Darkroom Associates, or else the group charges
admission at its performances. Students pay an
extra charge for Powder and Wig performances,
issues of the Pequod , exhibition games of the
Girl's Hockey Team , rock concerts, Stu-G
lectures, and Film Direction showings. The intent
behind the usually nominal charges is to bring
in some revenue which while not coming close
to paying for the particular event, can .enable
Stu-G to subsidize still more activities.
This brings us to the case of the Oracle.
Last year the Oracle spent (not "received" fqr they overspent their allocation) $8476.64.
This figure amounts to nearly 15% of our budget ,
and thus each Colby student actually was paying
$5.50 for his "free" yearbook. It is true that
just about every Colby student received a yearbook
last year. What we, on the Treasurer 's Comrrittee
and Stu-G questioned was whether every
student , particularl y freshmen and sop homores ,
got $5.50 worth of pleasure out of his copy of
the yearbook.
Seeing that most of the members of Stu-G
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by D avid Roulston
The Comnittee on Committees and Governance was
an invention of Con-Con II , made up of six faculty, six
students, and three administrators. It was charged with
the responsibility of reviewing and making recommenda
tions for the revision of the governance structure of the
college.
Included in this is the committee structure , faculty
meeting, and Stu-G. The committee was further instructed to set up a college senate conforming to a list
of guidelines and develop a philosophy of shared responsibility between the various constituencies of the
college.
The Committee first met on Oct. 2, and the main
purpose of this meeting was to select permanent officers and to establish groun d rules. Professor Colin
McKay was selected as permanent chairman and John
Morgan was then selected as secretary. The ground
rules set up included: a quorumof 2/3 (10), a simple
majority in order to carry a question , recognition of the
chairman's vote on all question and scheduling of the
agenda b y the Comnittee as a whole.
In the first meeting, the only area of any significant disagreement was over the meeting place. John
Morgan felt that the Committee should have public
meetings in order to involve as much of the Colby com
munity as possible. But most of the Committee felt
that an audience would'only inhibit its work.
At the end of the meeting Chairman McKay read a
faculty resolution addressed to the Committee which
read in part:
"Since there seems to be a significant proportion of the Colby College Faculty opposed to the
establishment of a Colby College Senate with the
responsibility and authority outlined in Resolution I
of the "Resolutions Passed by the Second Colby
Constitutional Convention;"...the Committee on

letters
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felt that was not the case and since the Oracle
could not produce sufficient evidence to the contrary
(although they were given the opportunity)
Stu-G decided to cut the Oracle 's budget to $5200,
with the recommendation that each student be
charged $2.50 for a copy of the yearbook. This
means that every student now "pays" a little over
$3 for the yearbook , instead of $5.50. Those
who wish to pay another $2.50 will actuall y
receive a copy. Presumably those are the people
who really want a yearbook , just as those who
went to the Roberta Flack concert last year
were willing to pay $3.50 or more to see her.
(Every student in.the school however, "paid"
about $3.50 to subsidize this very expensive
concert.)
Hence we feel that since a large segment of
the student bod y gets relatively little (certainly
not $5.50 worth ) pleasure from the Oracle we
were justified in requesting a very modest donation
from those who did want a yearbook. This frees
approximately $2700 to subsidize activities that
hopefull y will bring enjoyment to students
who were not getting their money's worth out of
the Oracle . This $2700 could subsidize 13 boogies ,
10 dance clubs, 5 outing clubs , or 27 Darkrooms.
It is our feelingthat the additional activities we
thus can sponsor make the budget cut of the
Oracle worthwhile.
As I am cramped for space , I will respond to
Mike 's point about the religious organizations
in another letter.
If anyone has any comments or questions as
to how Stu-G spends its money please contact
me or your Stu-G representative.
Sincerel y,
Rick Gawthrop
Stu-G Treasurer

Committee be advised by the Faculty to consider
as well all feasible alternatives to the establishment of a Colby College Senate which are congruous with the sentiments expressed in Resolutionll..."
The second meeting dealt with the comnittee
structure. Professor Raymond presented a memo
as a basis for discussion. It recommended that the
size of the college committees be reduced to 3-7
members, and that committees which only have ,
limited or single functions be abolished (e.g.
Safety, Commencement).
The conversation evolved to the general makeup and function of committees. It was generally agreed that membership on a committee should
be based on the area of concerns and that committees should formulate policy or review practices
rather than attempting work an administrative
office could do.
Professor Koons then suggested that individuals or groups review the committee structure
using those general guidelines and come up with
proposals for-overhauling the system.
At the suggestion of Professor Johnson, the
Committee took up consideration of the FacultyStudent Serate. John Morgan stated that although
Con-Con II specifically charged the Committee to
set up a Senate, they may have to consider refusing. Both Professors Raymond and McKay stated
that they had been elected because of their opposition to the Senate with control over academic mat
ters. Professor Raymond then went on to say that
even if he was "converted" to support a senate,
he could not morally vote for one.
Professors Hudson and Johnson said that they
hoped the Committee could consider a number of
proposals and report more than one including
Senate and non-Senate proposals. Treasurer Pullen
observed that if the Committee is too strict in
its interpretations of Con-Con II , it could not
report a non-Senate proposal as Professor Johnson
suggested.
Professor Raymond objected to this
because the faculty members were elected on the
assumption that they would oppose strict interpretation of the mandates from Con-Con II.
Martha Bernard noted that since all college
constituencies were represented , the Committee
could proceed with an open mind.
Professor Raymond then proposed the following motion : "On the proposal of the Senate , the
Committee shall consider all proposals and recommendations that have been submitted to it in as
broad and flexible a manner as possible ." The
motion passed 13-1-1 .
In the next committee meeting Gary Curtis
asked the Committee to reconsider the Raymond
motion. Curtis explained that he felt that motion would open the door to every sort of proposal
and that the committee was at least quasi-legall y
bound to the guidelines of Con-Con II. After ex-

KUBITSCHEK
Dr. Juscelino Kubitschek , former President of
Brazil, will deliver the year's first Gannett lecture
next Thursday November 2 at 8 pm in Given . His
topic will be "Inter-American Relation Today."
President from 1956-61, Dr . Kubitschek is credited
with an overall development plan for Latin America
called Operation Pan-America. The plan was rejected
by President Eisenhower but according to the Houston '
Post , President Kennedy "dressed it up, added a few
ideas, and called it the Alliance for Progress."
Though his political rights were suspended until
1974 by one of his right-wing militarist sucessors to
the presidency of Latin America 's largest and most
prosperous country, Dr . Kubitschek is a popular and
much esteemed figure not only in Brazil but throughout
the Western Hemisphere. Currently he is president of
the Banca Denasa de Investimento, devoting much of
his time to hel ping develop Brazil's economic interests ,
"Dr. Kubitschek , at 65 , is not just a former pres-'
ident ," wrote one columnist , "He is the only living
man who has been able to grasp the mercurial nature

tended debate the motion to reconsider was tabled
for a week.
The committee then turned its attention to three
comnittee consolidation proposals, submitted by
Prof. Hudson , Prof. Koons, and Ms. Bernard.
The Hudson plan would set up a policy planning
board as a substitute for the Senate. This board would
"initiate, review, and evaluate policy regarding college
governance." Membershi p on this board would consist
of the President of the college, Dean of Faculty,
Administrative Vice President, faculty elected, chairmen
of E.P.C. and of F.P.C. and the president of Stu-G.
The present committees would be consolidated except
a Personnel Policies and Performance Committee would
be set up to review the performance of the faculty and
administration. It's membership would include one student.
The Koons proposal divides the Committees into
three types, By-laws, policy and single purpose. The
Policy Committees would include Educational Policy
with subcommittees for Student Standing; Admissions;
Atheletics and Special Programs (5 faculty, 3 students,
3 administrators) ; Faculty Policy with two subcommittees for Appointments , Promotions and Tenure and
Re search , Travel and Sabbaticals (5 faculty, 3 students, 3 administrators); Student Policy with two subcommittees for Rights and Rules and a Student Judiciary Appeals Board (3 faculty, 3 students, and the
Dean of Students); and a Corrmittee on Committee with
a nominating subcommittee and ad hoc subcommittees
to deal with specific problems, student representation
to Policy Committees would be one student from each
Academic Division. There would be eleven single purpose
committees whose membership would be appointed by
the President.
Martha Bernard's proposal would consolidate the
existing 22 college committees into 8 basic committees
with power to appoint ad hoc subcommittees for special
purposes. This proposal also strives for equality of
representation by faculty and students on the committee.
It was then suggested that a subcommittee be formed in
order to synthesize these three proposals into one basic
framework. Membershi p on this subcommittee includes
Profs. Koons and Hudson , Martha Bernard , Dean Jensen and
Dean Smith. The subcommittee will make its report
at the Oct. 30 meeting.
In the next meeting, Gary Curtis' motion to reconsider the Raymond motion was considered. After very
limited debate Curtis' motion was defeated.
There followed a long discussion concerning the
theoretical justification for greater student input in
academic affairs . To generalize faculty op inion , they
seemed to be saying, that students have considerable
influence by way of membership'on E.P.C. and the
faculty meeting. Because of the faculty's greater congevity and experience in academia , the faculty should
have the final decision.
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of the Brazilian people and to turn it into positive
politica l action. "
Among his achievements as president , Dr. Kubitschek
is credited with building Brasilia , the first of the new
experimental cities, now the capital of Brazil. This
model city and its metropolitan areas built in the
middle of a remote jungle provide housing and
employment for over 500,000 people.
Dr. Kubitschek was a practicing physician for many
years before entering politics. His more controversial
policies as president included accepting the hel p of
extremists of the left or right when that hel p meant
getting necessary action. He also speeded up Brazil' s
inflation by spending more money than he Had to
in his attempts to make "50 year's progress in five."
"Theoretically he can speak or write on politics,
but his silence indicates that even for him to discuss
Brazilian politics has become dangerous," said a Houston
Post writer in 1967. "What history will say about
Juscelino Kubitschek we will have to wait and sec.
Whether Kubitschek's days of glory in Brazil are over
we will have to wait and sec.
"But we do know that already Kubitschek has
had a tremendous influence on his tremendous cou-ntry, "
concluded the Post writer.
There will be an informal conversation with President
Kubitschek earlier on Thursday at 4pm in the Smith
lounge of Runnals.
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by Robert James
The first annual Colby Crafts Fair, held last Saturday, October 21, was a notable success, thanks to an am
bitious community and student effort. The sponsor of
the event, the Friends of Art , and a group of students,
including Fran Gates, Ken Winslow, David Lenk, Dee
Kelsey and Emilie van Eeghen, were mainly responsi- "
ble for the organizational details.
The Fair raised almost $1000, to be added to the
special Crafts Committee Fund. The expressed goal
of all concerned is to create new and expanded crafts
related programs (including Jan Plans), additional
crafts studios (especially jewelry and weaving), and
generally improve existing facilities.
According to Mrs. Bancroft , chairman of the Crafts
Fair Committee, there is a major lack of facilities for
crafts-related fields. The Bixler addition will aid the fine
arts departments on campus, but won 't sufficiently improve the existing crafts facilities. The situation will begin to be clarified next week, as on Tuesday a meeting

LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERS
LETTERSLETTERS LETTERSLETTERSLETTERS
Dear Sirs,

Regarding your "coverage" on the Child
Development Proposed Major of last weeks
ECHO , I would like to examine John Alsop 's
misinterpretations of what has gone on with the
program. I don 't know where the information
was dbtained for the article but it was clearly
not representative of the Educational Policy
Committee's decisions on , nor the background of ,
the Child Development Major.
The major was not primarily a faculty drawn
up proposal as the article led the reader to believe
but rather a student initiated and student propagated
one. Started in December of last year, the program
had grown from an idea to a solid three year
major design and not until the end of the spring
semester were we lucky enough to have Professor
Rosenthal take interest in the program enough
to "take it under his wing." By that timethe basic
structure had , throug h many hours of meetings
and changings by the students , taken shape.
When we brought the program to the Interdisciplinary Studies Committee , we had a sound
program of coordinated courses, field work , and
seminars. We had departmental approval by the
involved departments. We had a professor with
release time from his department to supervise
the program. We had general favor for the program
The proposal was studied and given unanimous
approva l by the committee.
And then EPC. It's true that the proposal
was not voted down by just faculty but also student representatives. In fact the student representatives Cumnings and Jenks were major forces
against the proposal , althoug h I feel that they
knew virtuall y nothing of the program and their
arguments were on the whole groundless. One
said that he had taken most of the courses in
the program but did not feel qualified to have a
major in Child Development. He totally overlooked

the sophomore and senior weekly seminars, and field
work through the program and the interest of
the student to direct his interest toward his major ,
I mentioned at the meeting that presently I was
taking the sophomore year of the program without
the seminars and could see definate correlation
in all the subjects and how they could be centered
on Child Development. He excused this by saying
that I was the exception to the case, that I was
'^ -highly motivated" and that the "ordinary Colby
student " would just loaf along in such a "gutty
major "... No , the faculty were not the only ones
to vote it down , but then again I would not
consider these students as representatives of the
studen t body as a whole.
You stated in the editorial that "it appeared
to the committee that the proposal was poorl y
thought out" which just isn 't true. The InterDisciplinary studies Committee studied and approve d
the program. Departments to be involved and professors were asked and gave their approval. At the
E.P.C. meeting, Professor Zohner , who has been
associated with two other child development studies
at two other institutions , stated that he would not
be ashamed to have his name associated with our
proposed major. The major concern of the Educational Policy Committee was not the content of the
program but the future staffing for it.
You said in the editorial that the progranVlacked
the support of faculty supposedly involved with its
creation ," which again isn 't totally true. You said
that ''there would be no faculty responsible for it ,"
which was untrue. Professor Rosenthal had alread y
received release time fromthe Sociology Department
for the program if it were to pass the faculty and
E.P.C. He stated at the meeting that he couldn 't
say that he would want to make a life-time career
out of it but that he is interested in starting and
getting the program on its feet.
Again and again you state that the proposal
was not thought out well and that too many details
had not been taken care of , when you really don 't

know what you are talking about. Your article
says that Carol Peabody and I felt that "although
the major as designated in the proposal was rather
thin , it was a start..." which ju st isn 't how we thought
We know that the major is a good ore as it stands in
the proposal yet we would hope that future student demand for the program would initiate new
courses and possibly the hiring of new staff.
The proposal has been axed and I don 't think
that it has much of a future in this "comrrunity,"
yet I just wanted others to know the trutn about
the proposal , that it was a sound proposal and that
the main stoppage of the major came not from the
content of the program but with staffing. The present staffing could handle the major yet I believe
that members of EPC got "cold feet " as was mentioned at the meeting, that soon the student demand
on the major would overload those professors involved in the program , making new courses and adding
a faculty member a necessity.
Simply stated , it seems to mean that if the program had passed, eventually too many students may want to get into the program and the
school just won 't be able to handle that demand. It
may sound absurd to many here, but I feel that one
of a school's primary interests should be that of
accommodation of the intellectual demands by
the students. Rather than the voiceless, passive,
undemanding student that the college seems to cater
to, this system should be teeming with activity in
all facets of life. Colby has a lot to offer here if
only students were allowed to take advantage of it.
Rather than remaining stagnant in a major that
"isn 't really" what they want , they sould be able
to plunge into those areas that hold keen interest
for them. If a system of individualized majors
was incorporated into Colby, I think that we
would see, rather than a routine , a true educational
enthusiasm and an activity that has so far never
been experienced here.
Sincerely,
John McLeod
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HOMECOMING SPECIAL
Beans and Franks with Brown
Bread
only 99£
Don 't forget Sunday Brunch;
this Sunday featuring:
Bacon and Eggs with all the
f ixins '
only $1.10
(As usual, we have the
Steak and Eggs Special)

STEREO

COMPONENTS
•Mc INTOSH
•KLH
•ADVENT
•BOSE
•DUAL
•SANSUI
•B&O
•GARRARD
•REVOX
•TANDBERG
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A bottle of wine to the best costume in each
category:
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Best Costime (free category)
2. Best Male Costume
3. Best Female Costume
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THE MOST FOOLISH COSTUME
THE COSTUME THAT EXPOSES THE
GR EATEST AMOUNT OF SKIN.
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•TDK(tape)
«SONY
• MARANTZ
©PHILIPS
©SCOTT
«SHERWOOD
•SHURE
•MIRACORD
oTHORENS
•WOLLENSAK

Music Co.

Maine's Leading Stereo Center
109 Center Street, Portland 772- 2869
145 - A Main Street,Wate rville 872-5754

squavT mounram
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STUDENT PAU PERS
and
STARVING FACULTY
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Looking for a way to ski this w nter—
and afford it too ?
SQUAW MOUNTAIN is looking for
Campus Representatives to sell discount
lift tickets ; arrange group transportation and student ski packages. Here ' s
a way for your organization to make the
tr easur er 's report sound good (for once)
or for an enterprising individual to turn •
a fast buck .
Parttime Help in all areas of the mountain operation is also needed. Be a ski
bum— work enough hours to pay for bread
and bunk , ski enough hours to make it
worthwhile.
Be a Bum this winter— Ski Squaw !
Season passes go on sale Oct. 14.
Studeent season pass is only 75 dollars
this year. Figure It out—that 's only 10
skiing days J
Call or write Squaw Mountain today—
Box 503, Greenville, Me. 695-2272
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COREY
Music Center
Exery thing

I n Music-

877-5627

99 Main St.
Ralph W. Atkins Co.

cameras - supp lies

photof inisliing
-Sales
Typewriters
-Service

The clearest choice f ot a generation

So McGovern can't win, eh?
Where have you heard that before?
In the primaries last Spring,
that's where.
But you fooled the political
experts and rewrote the history
books. Youprovided the manpower
and womanpower for the largest,
smoothest, toughest vote-canvassing operation this country had
ever seen.
Now it's time to do it again.
And the job this Fall is even more
important. For the choice between
Nixon and McGovern is the clearest choice voters have had for a
generation.
McGovern has opposed the
bombing of Indochina , while
Nixon has been inflicting the explosive equivalent of 7 Hiroshima
atom bombs a month on that already devastated area.
Nixon believes in putting people out of work in order to hold
down prices. His policies have put
2 million more people out of work.
McGovern believes that there
should be a job for everyone who
wants to work, with the U.S. Gov-

The Age of McGovern

Dedicated to raising $1 million
for a nationwide get-out-the-vote drive

ernment itself as the employer of
last resort.
Nixon started his campaign
with $10 million in secret money.
McGovern's campaign is financed
almost entirely by contributions
of $5 to $25 from the people.
Nixon has nominated conservatives and mediocrities to the
United States Supreme Court.
One or two more Nixon appointments if he is re-elected, and you'll
live with a heavy-handed Nixon
court for the rest of your life.
McGovern has pledged to appoint
a woman and members of racial
and ethnic minorities, and will appoint highly qualified liberals.
Ralph Nader says the Nixon

I Send money while there's still time!
I Help us buy get-out-the-vote phone calls.
Age Of McGovern

lel.8Z2-55G5-a-Q

Fr ond
to be
y our
Food Ser vice

Administration is "the most corrupt in our history." The late
Robert Kennedy called George
McGovern "the most decent man
in the Senate."
McGovern wants the millionaires and the large corporations to
start paying their fair share of
taxes. Nixon wants to maintain
the status quo.
Get an absentee ballot if you
need one. Get some money together to help us make get-outthe-vote phone calls. And get together with your local McGovern
Committee to find out how you
can help.
Youstarted this campaign. It's
up to you to finish it.
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SANDWICHES- DAGWOODS
PABST BLUE RIBBON
on tap
FREE DELIVERY with $5
food order
I
TELEPHONE 2-2400
j OPEN
6 DAYS
It a .m -midtiite
[
| SUN DAYS AND HOLIDA Y S
I
4 p m -11 p. m

*
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Box lOO, A-M, Washington, D.C. 20005

•
YES, I want to help get out the vote for George McGovern. Enclosed is my
| contribution of:
j ? $5 to pay for 50 phone calls to voters ? $25 to pay for 250 phone calls to voters
(whatever you can give)
j D $10 to pay for 100 phone calls to voters ?
I

Name

I

Address

I

City

¦——

J
j
•

—
;

',

I ' If you are currently employed , the following information is also needed for record purposes only under
¦ (he new political contributions act:
"Name of Company

I

Occupation

I

A COPY OF OUR REPORT FILED WITH THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY OFFICE IS (OR WILL BE) AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE , WASHINGTON. D.C. 20402.
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City & State

Authorized nnd paid for by Age of McGovern Campaign Committee • 201 East 42nd Street • New York, N.Y, 10017 • Shnno Davis, Treasurer
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ONCE A KNIGHT Pip" CHANCE
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PIP (SAIN A CHANCE TO TRV
HIS SKILL...
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jfplanned between crafts proponents and a group headed
if.Professor Carpenter of the Art Department. The fifancial and testimonial success of the Fair should cerafnly aid the negotiating position of the Crafts Committee
I The craftsmen present were quite pleased with the infest shown at the Fair. Fifty craftsmen took part ,
Kh , for a small fee, obtaining a booth and suitable
pace for exhibiting his or her wares. Judging by the
ufccess of the venture, and the interest expressed by the
raftsmen , it is conceivable that by next year the number
fcraftsmen participating may double, causing the Fair
Amove to a larger hall, preferably the Fieldhouse.
pe combination of the Colby Student Crafts Fair in
sbruary, offering demonstrations in addition to exhibions and sales, with the Colby Crafts Fair, will promote
rafts-consciousness throughout the better part of the
cademi c year. The most important consideration at the
roment, though , is to pVoceed with the implementation
flcrafts studios and related programs, and to improve the
xisting facilities.

for the bursts of Bonasera and Caras. They must be
stopped.
On defense Bowdoin runs a 5-2 with four deep backs.
The front four are big but are not supposed to give much
pursuit. Against this type of defense Colb y's outside
running game could go. Look for Quarterback Brian
Cone to work the option with halfback Pete Gorniewicz.
Gorniewicz was "held" to 135 yards last week by Trinity but in concentrating on the hard running Mule , the
defense must open up elsewhere Fullback Donnie
Joseph had some bulldozing bolts up the middle last
week.
If the outside game is foiled , look for more of this.
The passing can be awesome, even without Jerry Minihan

by Lloyd Benson
Thb Colby Mules will be looking to make it go on the
'72 season , when they take on traditional rival Bowdoin
tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 at Seaverns Field.
The Bowdies are winless thus far but could redeem
their entire season with an upset of the heavily favored
Mules, Colby will be facing an entirel y different offensive attack tomorrow than Trinity presented last week.
The burden of containing the Polar Bears will fall primaril y on inside linebackers Blake Luce and Pete Card.
People who know say that Peter never has had a better
game than last week. If you get bored sometime during
the game and Bowdoin has the ball , watch Card. He definitel y will make things happen. The senior cp-capt. is
looking forward to this game with great relish.
What the Bowdoin club will run , is basically a groundoriented offense. Joe Bonascra has given Colby fits for
the past two years out of his tailback slot. He is complemented this season by sophomore flash Dave Caras.
An average passing game is used to set up the defense

who is out this week with a knee injury. The sure-fisted
Minnow will be replaced by Bob Kirouac. If Bowdoin
double covers split end Dave Lane, which they almost
surely will , look to Kirouac and tight end Paii Hatton to
grab more Cone passes then usual. Bowdoin will be
hard-pressed to stop the rampaging Mule on offense.
The guts of this ball game comes down to one
thing. It 's Bowdoin. To the players , coaches, and alumni ,
it 's a combination of USC-UCLA, Oklahoma-Texas, and
Harvard-Yale. We haven 't beaten Bowdoin in twelve
years. The whole Colby football organization from Dr.
Winkin , Coach McGee, down to manager Duncan
Leith want this one so bad it hurts. They will not be
denied. Next week: Hobart,

by Dan Rapport
The Colby Mules are
for real! Now 5-0 the Mules
subdued a fired up Trinity
team last Saturday to win
going away 43-14, and it
appears as if they have one
major obstacle left in their
quest for a perfect, undefeated season. That obstacle is in the form of a
strong Hobart squad and
Colby travels to NewYork
for the November 4th
game. Last week at Seaverns Field , Colby broke
open a close contest with
two third period touchdowns and won handily.
What impressed this
reporter more than anything
else was the poise displayed
by the Miles throughout
this big game. The statistics
bear this fact out as Coach
McGee's men were guilty
of no interceptions or
fumbles while the Bantams
from Trinity lost the ball
twice b y interception and
twice b y fumble .
In a game that featured
many stars for the victorious
Mules, the home team got
on the board first capitalizing
on Trinity 's initial miscue.
Peter Gorniewicz kicked off
to start the contest and
the ball was misplayed b y
a Bantam deep man and
Brian Shelton charged
through to drop the startled
opponent in the end zone
for a safety. After only
fifteen seconds of p lay
Colby led 2-0.
The teams then traded
the ball back and forth
a couple of times until
with five minutes to play
in th e first quarter Trinity
halfback Cuniso punched
across from the three to
put the visitors ahead .
The Bantams had
gained possession on the
fifty th anks to a poor
Colby punt. They then

put together a march which
showed why Trinity was
hi ghly rated by many
at the
beginning of the
¦ '"tr
season. The drive ended with
Cuniso's touchdown run ,
the extra point attempt
was good and the visitors
led 7-2.
Colby got the ball back
in excellent field position
as David Lane took the
ensuing kickoff to the
Trinity twenty-four. After
a penalty set the Mules
back quarterback Brian
Cone rolled out for sixteen
yards and a first down .
Gorniewicz carried to the
one and Don Joseph plunged
the last yard to put the
home team in the lead 8-7.
The conversion attempt
was missed.
Following the kickoff
the Bantam team started
another drive but was
throttled at their own
thirty-three as rover back
Bob Theberge picked off
a stray pass to give his
mates another scoring bid.
Following a couple of
runs the Mules faced a
fourth down play. Cone,
on a beautiful call, hit
Gorniewicz on a screen
pass and Peter got the
first down. This important
play ended the first period.
On the first play of
the second quarter ,
Cone found Paul Katton
in the end zone for the
tou chdown. The seventeen
yard pass play put the home
team further ahead 14-7 .
The extra point try was
missed again.
Trinity answered back
with a long kickoff
return of their own , putting
the ball on the Colby ^
fourty eight. Four plays
later Cuniso took it
in f rom the seven , th e kick
was good and the game was
tied.

The flashy Lane ran the
kickoff back thirty-nine
yards to the fifty but the
Mules couldn 't move the
ball and were forced to
punt . On the first play
following the punt Trinity
committed another
costly error as Co-Capt.
Pete Card recovered a
fumble deep in Bantam
territory.
On a razzle-dazzle
play Gorniewicz hit
Cone with a pass and
Brian moved to the visitor's
seven. Gorniewicz capped
off the short drive with
a two yard run. The extra
point attempt was, that 's
right , no good once more
and the Mules led again
20-14.
Just before the half
ended , Trinity under a
new quarterback's direction
threatened again but a
fine effort by th e Mule's
defense inside their own
ten yard line held the
Bantams off as the clock
ran out.
In th e third quarter Cdb y
scored twice within' nine
minutes to break the game
open and give the Mules
an insurmountable lead
of twenty points. At
the eleven minute mark

Cone hit Hatton for a
twelve yard score after
a long sustained drive
that featured strong
running by all three backs.
Gorniewicz and Joseph
and Cone. This time
the Mules chose to go for
two points on the extra
point attempt and they
converted Jack Kerouac
taking a Cone pass for
the points and the lead
j umped to 28-14.
The rest of the quarter
saw Trinity desperately
trying to get a drive going,
but the Colby defense
refused to yield. Towards
the end of the quarter
the Mules again began
to drive once more, sparked
by the backfields fine
running. On forth down
at the Bantamtwenty-five
Cone flipped to Gorniewicz
who rolled right th en
threw back across the field
to Cone and Brian made
the first down. He also
scored the game's final
touchdown , on an eleven
yard scamper that looked
like a broken play. The
score read 34-14 and that
was how it was to end
as in the fourth quarter
the Mules ate up time and
Trinity could not get

anything going.
In what's known in
gridiron jargon as "an
all round teameffort" the
victorious Mules got five
performances from many
On defense Bob Theberge
and Pete Card were all
over the field and Aubrey
Moore got his third interception in two weeks.
Jimmy Hayes looked
sharp filling in for injured
Kevin Mayo.
On offense QB Brian
Cone was not once
thrown for a loss, a credit
to the offensive line and
with the opposition keying
heavily on Gorniewicz,
Cone mixed his plays
well utilizing all his offensive
weapons:his and Joseph's
running and the receiving
of Lane and Hatton. Despite
being harrassed at all times ,
Gorniewicz still managed
124 yards rushing, 4 p ass
receptions , and 2 comp letions
Wideback Jerry Minihan ,
injured in the second period ,
will prob ably miss t omorrow 's
game but hopes to be
read y for the Hobart tilt.
The Mules meet Bowdoin
(0-5) tomorrow and barring
some sort of disaster should
t ravel t o Ho b art nex t week ,
6-0. If they could only kick!

TENNIS UNDEFEATED 7-0
b y Cheryl Booker
The undefeated Colb y
women 's te nnis t eam over
powered t he Universit y
of Maine , Orono , in last
Monday 's 6-0 shutout.
Led by Lyn Est es and
Janet McManama, the
Mules have ou t played
their opponents in seven
victories this season .
In singles competition ,
Lyn Estes defeated Jan
Reach 6-0, and 6-1,
while Janet McManama
beat Lynne Hind 6-0
and 6-0, and Sue Brown
of Colb y downed Lynne
Swadel 8-1.
Playing first in doubles

were Lynnie Bruce and
Carol Majdalany who
defea te d Sue Smit h and
Ann Moun tford 6-0
and 6-3. Colby's Cath y

Pomiecko and Binkie

Cammack downed Sue
Slocum and Jan Richardson
8-1, and freshmen Robin
Sherwood and Carol Haffenreff er overcame Alison
Buck and Peggy Revard ,
8-2.
The women 's field hockey
t eam suffer ed it s fif t h
loss last Monday, in a 7-0
game with the U. of Maine
at Orono. UMO's Kath y

Anderson delivered 3 goals
in t he fi rst half of t he gam e.

leading her team towards
a shutout victory. Kathy
again scored in t he second
half , when Paula Noyes
and Martha Fogler also
manager t o push 3 balls
past the Colby goalie.
Bot h t he t ennis and field
hockey teams will p lay
the U. of Presque Isle
t his af t ernoon , at 3 :00,
in their final meets of the
season.
The Maine Stat e Women 's
In t ercollegia t e Tennis
Tournamen t will be p layed
at Colb y nex t Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 1 and 2.
Let's see suppor t for our
undefea t ed women 's team.

Com Com continued from page 5
The students stressed that learning is a two-way
process and the college will generally benefit from the
influx of new ideas. It was also stressed that because of
the greatly dynamic nature of society the values and
goals of education of the . old-; will be quite different
from the goals and values of the young. Without a
considerable vote in decision the student voice can be
ignored.
The discussion ended rather inconclusively. So at
this time my forecast for the committee is that committee
consolidation will be consumated with ease, but the
college senate is in for some hard times.

Booze continued f ro m Ha ve I
college students are moving away from learning and changing, and again are
returning to the ennui and careless attitude of the '50s.
Using booze along with drugs may be a third explanation. The most popular drug of the summer was the downer. The appropriate enhancement of downers
comes in the form of booze, which puts the user at even a lower level of mental
and physical activity. If one cannot get access to downers, drinking oneself
into a stupor (with its concomitant depressant effects) can produce or at least
approximate the desired effects .
The final possible explanation is a social one. Stated simply, a lot of people
drinking and a lot of bars will create even more drinkers. People tend to go
where their friends are, and if their friends are drinking, they will start drinking.
With the 18-year old drinking age, many freshmen and sophomores find a new
type of escape and interaction which was notformerl yavailable to them. By
going to a bar , th ey feel more "grown-up" and out from under the protective
wings of Mom and Dad. A lot of freshmen going to bars encourages upperclassmen to follow suit. And , since the number of places to drink in Waterville has
multiplied in the past year, more options for drinking have opened up, involving
more and more students. Three years ago, most students had never been to
John 's, but now only a minority of students haven't been to at least a couple of
Waterville's finest.
Certainly, all these factors are involved in changing the drinking behavior of
Colby's students. It is obvious that drinking has increased. With these two premises
in mind , it may prove interesting to investigate the places the Colby student most
often frequents in his new behavior patterns. This reporter (throug h the techniques
of participant observation and of interview) spent a considerable amount of time
investigating these establishments. What follows here is intended as a guide for
the drinking individual. Perhaps a more detailed criti que would prove profitable ,
but that is not the intent of this article.
Perhaps the most popular bar/restaurant in town is You Know Whose Pub ,
owned by H. Norton (icky) Webber , and managed by Bruce Harmon. This reporter
has beenemployed at the Pub and has been known to frequent the establishment.
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...he 's X rated and animated!

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE: "F ritz the Cat
Is a marvelous satire that stubbornly refuses to
curl up in anyone 's lap. "
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I talked with Harman , and what follows came from our discussion.
Harmon has noticed that while Colby students most often visit the Pub in the
evenings, after dinner , and are there mostly Thursday through Sunday. A crosssection of the Colby community drinks there, including faculty and Administration. The Lambda Chis and the KDRs, in particular , find this a frequent meeting
place. Harmon said that the Pub was interested in promoting more studentfaculty meetings there and that they were going to try to draw the Colby students
to the restaurant for meals, perhaps by featuring specials.
Asked if The Pub was really a Colby bar , he answered this way. "The name of
the restaurant is You Know Whose and You Know Whose means everybody."
Agreeing that of the three local colleges, Colby, Thomas-, and Unity, Colby gave
them the most business, Bruce said , "Colby established itself here and it 's
stuck. Asked why Colby students frequented their place, Harmon added , "We
mix good drinks, the hel p is friendl y, and we have continuous music. Their (the
students') friends come here and people feel comfortable."
I also asked him about the competition between the bars in town, and he expressed the opinion that competition was good for every bod y, drawing more
people downtown to drink. He also noted that no one bar could handle all the
business, even if they wanted to. He also mentioned the fact that there may
possibly be job openings during the vacations and during January.
At BBC's across the Concourse fro m the Pub , I talked with Colby grad , Huey
Coleman (part owner, in conjunction with former Colby student John Brouwer
and John 's brother , Louie). Coleman said that when they opened , being related
to Colby, they expected to become a predominately Colby bar, but that they
had become more of a Thomas bar, instead. He stressed the fact that Colby students are always welcome there and that the bar was reall y for people from all
over the Waterville area. His explanation for the popularity with Thomas students was that, at the time they opened , Colby students had already established
themselves at the Pub , and Thomas moved in. He noted the fact that half the
help at BBC's were Thomas students and the other half , former Colby students.
BBC's seems to be particularly popular with the Colby faculty , especially the
English department. One professor even taught his seminar there last year.
BBC's is different than the Pub in that they offer only beer and wine (although they would like to sell hard liquor) and in that they offer live entertainment. Two nights a week, Sundays and Thursdays, two Thomas grads,
Mike Flanagan and David Prescott , offer a program they call "Dirty Rock 'n'Roll," featuring a large collection of oldies and popular mnsic. BBC's also features other groups with "a more mellow sound. "
Coleman expressed a definite interest in drawing more Colb y students as
customers. He emphasized the entertainment, lower prices and luncheon specials. BBC's has also started a Sunday Brunch special for people who don 't
feel like cooking or eating at Seller's. Coleman also seemed p leased with the
competitive spirit between the bars in town , noting that all profited by th e
competition.
I also interviewed Phil Ricci , Colby senior, who will shortl y be reopening
the College Room at the Chez Paree, on Water Street . A college ID will be
required to gain admittance and all three local schools will be encouraged to
drink there. Ricci , however , said that He expected that the College Room
will become a predominately Colby bar. Beer and the basic mixed drinks
will be served by two other Colby seniors , Debbie Mael and Barb Gregory.
The music will come from tapes, like the system at the Pub .
The College Room will be opening in the next couple of weeks, being open
from 6 to 1, Sunday through Thursday . Ricci hopes to offer lower prices and a
more congenial atmosphere than can be found in the other local bars. He said
he wants it to be "a place where you can walk in and know everybody."
These are the three major bars in the Waterville area. There are some others
whi ch I will b ri efl y describe. First , completing the Concourse triangle, is the
Bob-In , under the new management of Freddy and Gubb y Carter. Although
predominantly a "townie bar ," Colby students are made welcome and encouraged. The Bob-In offers mixed drinks , beer and a more diversified menu.
They have a dance floor there with the music supp lied by a well-stocked juke
box. On Tuesday nights, WGHMDJ Tom Collins p lays oldies on a similar format to the one at BBC's. If you 're not uncomfortable with the locals and you
like dancing to all those tunes you heard over the summer, this establishment
offers you a lot.
The Downstairs Roomat Emma 's Hotel provides like dance music (also
available at the Chez) and fair-to-poor drinks, Emma doesn 't seem too interested in the Colb y business, but it is not an unpleasant place to be. The
music is often of a type and caliber untypical to the Waterville area and can be a
pleasant relief to the serious drinker.
Big John 's, the old Colby stand-by for a good num be r of years , has recen t ly
fallen into disfavor with most of the old regulars. There seems to have been a
defini te shif t in allegiance from/John 's to th e Puk This may have occurre d
because t he Pub st ar t ed serving mixed drinks and lowered t heir beer pric es and
becaus e of a growing dissatisfaction of the regulars with the new management.
John 's h as most l y a working class crowd and wooden benches. The food , however , still remains excellent.
Perhaps we should also mention Norm 's Pizza. Norm just recentl y added
Pabs t Blue Ribbon t o his menu , and , al t hough it is served in paper cups , it goes
well with his already terrific pizza.
Colb y students are drinking almost as much as they did in t he old days of
Onie 's Bar (torn down to make room for the Concourse), and I have tried to
give a fair assessmen t of t he t ypes of places Waterville has to offer. There are,
os course , many more bars in town. The Adventurous drinker may want to
explore the other possibilities. For the student interested in the quiet bar , I
would suggest the bars at Steve's (after the supper crowd has left), at the Holiday Inn (t hey have a p iano bar there) and the small , intimate bar at the Roosevelt. Wherever you go , I' m sure you 'll find something close to what you are
looking for. Hopefully, you 'll conduct yourself in a manner befitting a Colby
student once you get there. Remembcr-Alcohol is the oil of community!
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American University
Applications for a semester in
Washington at American University must be submitted to
Prof. Maisel in the Government
department by Nov. 3.

Yearbook Positions
Yearbook Editorial Staff Positions
Available : The Oracle needs
individuals to fill the following
positions:
Circulation Manager - no year book experience necessary.
Associate Editor - layout experience vital; must be willing to
assume a major leadershi p role
in yearbook production
Interested students are urged to
contact Tom Gordon , Pi Lambda
Phi. A written note with name
and experience and interest would
be preferable.

Bogart Film

¦ "Key Largo" with Humphrey
Bogart will be shown at.7:3.0
Sunday Night , Oct. 29 , in
Lovejoy Auditorium. Admission is 75 cents.

Democratic Canvassers

The Democratic party
in Waterville needs canvassers
for McGovern and people to
help at any time on election day,
Nov . 7. If you want to help
please call Democratic head quarters
873-2662 between 9am and 3pm
after 3 call Judy Kany at 872-2631

Williams Honored
Ralp h S. Williams, prof essor
of administrative science and
Colby 's administrative vice
president will be honored
this weekend by alumni.
A member of Colby 's class
of 1935, Williams has been
at the school for 35 years and
received an honorary degree
from Colby last June.
A special tribute to him
is planned tonight during the
traditional alumni Colby
Night dinner.

synesthe sia

Synestheia is a concept, a dynamic awareness of
reality. This awareness is the synthesis of sensory
consciou sness and t he cognitive intergrat ion of parallel
symbolism.
The synt hesis is achieved by parallel messages in
combined media using the three art forms of p hotography, music , and poetry. These merge to produce a
total experience for the individual.
The experience is one of aest hetic joy as t he individ ual
loses anxiety while he gains absorption into sublime
beauty. This lies beneath the surface of our perception
but is available to anyone who can let himself free
from the imposed restrictions on our awareness.
By combining art forms , a supreme integration is
achieved in order t o produce a sensual, aest het ic joy
within the individual.
Chick and Anne Hebert creat e and conduct t he
concerts of SYNESTHESIA , using ent irely original
photographic art ; much of the poetry and some of the
music used is also of their own making. Their greatest
concern is with artistic perception. There is beauty
and uniqueness all around us, but unless we can free
ourselves from the conditioned restraints of insensitivity, it is impossible to see.
Experience SYNESTHESIA. It will be presented by
the Heberts on Wed. Nov. 1 at 8:30 in Given. Admission
will be $1 for students with a Colb y ID, $2 for all others
In addit ion, all are welcome to corre to a 4:30 discussion before the presentation. The artists will discuss
t he concept s of SYNESTHESIA and t he t echniques
involved in multi-media art.
This program is joy fully sponsored by Stu-G.

rn

Sunday Cinema
Sunday Cinema is presenting
"Tales of Terror" Oct. 31,
9:30 and 12 midnight. 75£
L 100, Also- a road runner
cartoon.

Journalism Careers
For jun iors who are interested
in journalism, the Newspaper
Fund is offering internshi ps
Lost-Found-Stolen
and scholarships in this area.
10/15/72 - From Champlin Hall
Only juniors are eligible, and
brown suede shoulder bag with
preferance is given to those
wallet and $20 - room unlocked.
who demonstrate an interest in
newspaper work as a career. This
10/21/72 - From Woodman Lot
car stolen, keys taken from coat
program includes experience
pocket in Foss Hall (person who
in editing local and wire copyj
stole car was turned in to Wateralso writing headlines, reporting
ville Police),
and writing, and in some cases
10/21/72 - From Roberts Union
page layout. For further informatioi
watch taken from girl's coat pocket see Career Counseling or write:
while she was eating.
The Newspaper Fund
10/21/72 - Parents of student at
P. O. Box 300
football game - car was broken
Princeton , New Jersey 08570
into while they were at football
game - wallet taken - $40.
10/21/72 - Handbag taken from
car while person at football
Syracuse Representative
game, credit cards and $40 taken, The School of Management of
10/21/72 - Table taken from
Syracuse University will be
Dana Hall Lounge. Head resident
interviewing interested applicants
for the Masters in Business
will be searching rooms if it is
Administration and M. S. in
not returned.
10/21/72 - From Leonard Lounge accounting on Thursday NovemLeather purse and large brass
ber 9.
ring. Details not complete.
10/18/72 - In Lovejoy Auditorium - Wallet lost at movie - $30,
ID, driver's licence, draftcard , etc. Northeastern Representative
(This was lost and not stolen)
From Career Counseling Office
A representative from Northeastern University MBA will be
on campus November 13.
Apologies to Gwynelle Dismukes
f o r mis-spe lling her name in several pre vious issues of the Echo.

Ford Fellowships

The Ford Foundation and the
National Fellowships Fund are
pleased to announce the folMasked Ball
lowing fellowship programs for
minority students for the
There will be a Stu-G
1973-1974 year : Graduate Felsponsored Halloween Masked
lowships for American Indians ,
Ball tomorrow night, Sat.
Graduate Fellowshi ps for Black
Oct. 28, at 8:30 in Runnals.
Americans, Graduate Fellowshi ps for Mexican Ameri ca ns ,
and Graduate Fellowshi ps for
Puerto Ricans.
These Fellowshi p programs
are for students (a) who plan to
pursue full-time stud y t ow ard
Political Debate
the doctoral degree in the Arts
or Sc iences or ( b) wh o hold a
Monday at 4 p.m. Economics
first post=baccalaureate profesprofessjors Dane Cox and Jan
sion al degree-such as vthe MBA ,
Hogendorn will debate: President Nixon 's Economic Policies
MPA .MSW , or M. Ed. --and p lan
to continue on to the doctoral
vs. McGovern 's Prop osals. The
debat e will be in Lovejoy 21 5 and degree in prepara t ion for a
career in higher education.
and is open to the public.
These fellowships provide assist ance up t o a maxinum of four

years and are available as Course
of St udy Awards or Disserta-'

tion Awards. For information
con t ac t t he Career Counseling
Office in Lovej oy:
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Christmas creations a la Black Forest , handmade in Hawaii from
ori ginal , three -dimensional designs to deligh t the
^
collector. For treasured gifts , choose from over 200
Jrv.
items, each hand-painted in gay Christmas colors.
WL
f

\

Our catalog sent on reques t

^ OR DERS MAILE D WITHIN 4 8 HOURS O F RE C EIPT
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New York , N. Y.

fairy ta le

Once upon a time Harvey Wallbanger was sailing his Cape Codder with a
Rusty Nail in his Scotch Frog. A Swedish Bell-ringer , accompanied by a
Bloomer Cropper, met a red-Hot Toddy in the alley, where they were
chased by a White Russian named Tom Collins who showed them a Dead
Ox in his Sombrero . Then Salty Dog, Between-the-Sheets with a Golden
Dream, threw a Snowball at Jack Rose in the Tequila Sunrise. Harvey,
still sporting a Stinger in his Virgin Tree , sailed through Mai-Tai with Rob
Roy and his Madras Pussycat. Seeing a Fog Cutter, he threw a Flying
Banana and told it to Sip and Go Naked .
TheRolling Stone , washed up by a Tidal Wave onto the Tootsie
Roll beach , hit a Margarita dressed in; Black Velvet She promptly fell
on her Grasshopper , which was covered with Apricot Sour. Finnegan
drank Irish Coffee on the back of a very Brave Bull , screaming from his
drunken stupor , ''We're the Fagawil"

Enj oy this fairy tale of liquid embellishments _ any day
of the week
AT
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